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Saturday Night Prof. Hinrichs gave the Sophomore Class a party at his pleasant home. The lawn and street before the house was illuminated with a great number of Chinese lanterns, and rustic stands arranged conveniently, made it very inviting. Because of various other engagements, many of the Sophomore ladies were unable to be present; but notwithstanding the scarcity of ladies as compared to the number of gentlemen present, a lively time was enjoyed by the Professors and family good jolliest mood, and by his witty remarks entertained the boys quite as well as the ladies would have been able to have done. Among the guests were Gov. and Mrs. Gear, Commissioner Peter A. Dey and lady, State Superintendent Von Cools, the board of regents being represented by Mr. Everett and lady, Mr. B. A. Shuils, Mr. Crofty, of Centerville, Mr. Fort Dodge, and Mr. Reeve, of Hampton; also the daughters of Senator Larrabee, prominent candidate for Governor, Misses Augusta and Julia were present.

The band boys, of course, were in attendance, for Prof. Hinrichs could not think of giving an entertainment without the help of the University band. They played several pieces and after partaking of bountiful refreshments prepared by Mrs. Hinrichs, the guests bade each other good night. Wednesday evening, July 18, 1880, a meeting of the Physical Class for although the Professor's "quiz" in some cases was embarrassing enough, yet it is likely that all were passed.

Ladies and gents, you will find at first-hand class at the Ill.

The Seatt Baks is always prepared to furnish the best quality of Ice Cream, Cakes, Fruits, etc., for parties and socials, on short notice.

It surpasses anything that has ever been known in Photograph, the English Gelatine Bromide Plate. James & Co. are making it for the first time in less than one year.

The greatest fault the photographic portrait has ever had is the "set" look which is unavoidable with all portrait work. The bromide dry plate does away with this difficulty, as the exposure is practically instantaneous. Sperry uses them.
SUNDAY, JUNE 12TH—PRESIDENT PICKARD'S ADDRESS.

Sunday afternoon the Opera House was again crowded to its utmost capacity, and the conversations of the crowd composed of the most cultured of Iowa City's people, together with many visitors from abroad. A fine, clear evening, which was enjoyed by all.

The decoration of the opera house was carried out with great attention to detail, and the stage was tastefully decorated with flowers, which, together with the richly and beautifully dressed ladies present, made a charming picture. From the centre of the stage arose a pyramid of house plants in full bloom, over which a miniature fountain poured its sparkling water. The front of the stage, relieved at the ends and corners with elegant garlands, was garlanded with oak leaves, while the Governor and regents, the faculty and clergy of the city, and the Confederate soldiers were seated.

The exercises opened with prayer by Rev. W. B. Craig, after which Rev. G. P. Folson read a Bible discourse. Following this was the song by the Chapel Choir, which Rev. G. P. Folson said expressed intelligent thought. It requires no intelligence in a despotism, the professor said, to keep the mandarin in his place, but to know how to use men, is of more importance in life than Greek and Latin.

The class song, composed by W. D. Dickens, was sung by the class in conclusion of the exercises. The programme throughout was a success and thoroughly enjoyed by a great house audience.

CHAVALER HAMMOND'S ADDRESS.

At 8 o'clock in the evening the Law students assembled at the University and marched in procession to the Opera House, to the music of the band. The programme was as follows:

2. The Right to Vote—Judson B. Howard.
8. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
27. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
32. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
33. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
34. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
35. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
38. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
40. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
41. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
42. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
43. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
44. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
45. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
46. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
47. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
49. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
50. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
51. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
52. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
54. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
55. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
56. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
57. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
60. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
63. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
64. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
65. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
68. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
69. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
70. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
71. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
72. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
73. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
74. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
75. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
76. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
77. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
78. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
80. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
81. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
82. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
83. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
84. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
85. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
86. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
87. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
88. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
89. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
90. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
91. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
92. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
93. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
94. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
95. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
96. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
98. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
100. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
102. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
103. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
104. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
105. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
106. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
110. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
111. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
112. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
118. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
120. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
121. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
122. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
123. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
125. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
126. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
128. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
129. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
130. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
133. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
134. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
137. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
139. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
140. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
141. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
142. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
143. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
144. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
146. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
147. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
149. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
150. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
151. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
152. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
156. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
158. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
159. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
162. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
163. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
164. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
165. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
166. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
171. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
175. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
177. The Right to Manufacture — Judge Enlow.
SCHENIDE.
On Monday evening, after the exercises at the Opera House, the Law Class, accompanied by the University Band, paraded in front of Chancellor Hammond to give a farewell address to one who has been in the service of the university for the last thirteen years. The Chancellor was not slow to respond. He made a brief and touching speech, in which he assured the class that not only their faces, but the faces of over six hundred who have gone before them, were stamped so firmly upon his memory that neither time nor changing circumstances could efface them. He told them (and his voice bore eloquent witness to the love which had been so long enduring) that for this reason, he would glad if every one would come in and drink with him. He then took their hands, and the Law Class stood, and the Mayflower voyage in the Mayflower.

The boys then proceeded to the residence of the Chancellor-elect, Judge Ross. After a lively tune by the band, the Judge made a few brief remarks, in which he expressed his surprise in being selected as successor to Chancellor Hammond, and his appreciation of the responsibility of his new position. He then told the class that they had not been long in the water to offer to them, and he would glad if every one would come in and drink with him. He then took their hands, and the Law Class stood, and the Mayflower voyage in the Mayflower.

The band again struck the vesper bells, and the Mayflower voyage in the Mayflower.

An item of especial interest in the graduating exercises was the appearance of Miss Mary O. Noyes, in a beautiful silk, thirty-six years old. The dress is one of the loveliest of the family, and it appears to us to be preeminently fitting that it should be worn at this time, by one who bears the name of Mary Chilton, the first person to land her feet upon Plymouth rock, after the long voyage in the Mayflower.

LOCAL ITEMS.
Pay your subscription.
Stationery at George Fink's.
The choicest cigarettes at Geo. Fink's.
New lot of hammocks, at One-Price Cash Bookstore.
Go to George Fink's for your tobacco and cigars.
Buy your hammocks at One-Price Cash Bookstore.
Look no further, but order your meals at Gould's Dining Hall.
Bargains in books at Allin, Wilcox & Co.'s One Price Cash Bookstore.
For Ice Cream, Lemonade, and Soda Water, the Opera House Restaurant can't be beat.
We are going to George Fink's, because there is where we get the best cigars.
If you play ball, it will pay you to call at the One-Price Cash Bookstore.

Students will find Gould's Dining Hall a good place to take their meals.

For anything in the clothing line, go to the Globe Clothing Housse.
The finest line of cigars ever brought to Iowa City, at George Fink's.

George Fink at Pickering's old stand. Remember him, boys. You want your cigars.
The Opera House Restaurant claims to have the best of men and ten cent cigars to be found.

Alvin, Wilson & Co. are closing out a large stock of books at very low prices. It will pay students to examine their stock before Commencement.

REVIVED and old edition of the New Testament, published together in parallel columns, expected in a few days, at One-Price Cash Bookstore.

STUDENT'S BAGGAGE—"Iowa City Umbrella Line" will convey students and their ordinary baggage from any part of the city to the railroad depots for 25c. Leave orders at the U. S. Express office, or at the omnibus stand.
FRANK F. LUSE, Manager.
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Each period of life has its own characteristics. To each belongs its peculiar hopes, ambitions, and wants. 'Tis the purpose of literature to inspire higher hopes, enable ambition, and support the wants of the soul. A sure mark of genius is that he has written for which the mind at some period of his existence craves. The Arabian Nights, old fables and stories, will ever be eagerly received by children. Whatever you do, old men must ever ponder over the bibles of the world. For the middle-aged man we have unbounded reality in sciences, mathematics, and belles lettres. But for youth, though by far the most important and precious state in life, our literature is scant. Byron—the novelists—may feel the imagination, but they soon clog. One feels that there is something outside and beyond them more real. At this period boyish fancies and illusions are being replaced by the sadder knowledge of experience. Bereft of all old ideas, the youth is eager for something new and exciting. Too impetuous to make metaphysics a study, he is prone rather to jump at conclusions. Fixed and wandering in character, he is liable to set his mind and morals afloat on some false theory. To meet one under these circumstances an author should be at the same time a philosopher, poet and companion. Philosopher, that he may bring one face to face with the great truths of nature. Poet, that he may give color to his thought and appeal to the imagination of his reader. Companion, that there may be that communion of spirit by which he can lead one to higher and holier purposes, not as a teacher to be revered, but as a companion who speaks the before dormant thoughts of both.

In no writings there is to be found a more happy mingling of these qualities than in those of Ralph Waldo Emerson. An old man, whose days of usefulness are over, he looks down, as from a past age, upon the present generation, in forming the tenor of whose thought and action he more than any other man has contributed. His life has been all that a devout spirit, noble purposes, and fine intuitions could make it. Having left the pulpit he retired to Concord, where, after the manner of an Arabian philosopher, he gave himself up to study and meditation.

For years it has been his daily custom to walk musing, dreaming, through the woods of Sleepy Hollow. During these walks, accompanied only by his own noble thoughts and imaginative spirit, he was in harmony with surrounding nature, imagining, as he says, muses in the woods, hearing whispers in the leaves, the ideal conception of the "Over-soul." This can be best defined by saying that it is a projection of the human soul into omniscience. It is that unity within which every man's particular being is contained and made one with all other. Each mind is an inlet to the same and all of the same. The deepest thoughts of the philosopher are intelligible to all because the same mind is reading that produced. In proportion as one allows this universal spirit to circulate through him unadulterated, he is wise, brave, and perfect in all things. Its absence is so much death to the soul. Whether in this Emerson pictured a divinity or not, and whether he aimed at a deep study of the nature, or whether it is a sort of subjective pantheism matters not. It is not for his idealism that Emerson is loved. However false may be his underlying theory, yet, from it he deduces those true, practical, positive truths which appeal to all that is upright and pure in man. He emphasizes self-reliance and individual creation, because what one does from his own soul is backed by this great "Over-soul." He says, "Who stands by himself, the universe stands by him also."

True to his idea, Emerson views the past as an aid to the present, and encourages men to ever seek for the one who will listen to the teachings of nature and training in the magnetism and grandeur of his own soul will interpret them as he sees fit, unfettered by the harmony and thought of every one. The man who enjoys independence of all forms, customs, learning and authority. "You've never read a book," says he, "than be warped by it out of our natural orbit." But the spirit of independence which he recommends makes one independent even of him. The idolatrous student of Emerson ends in being a warm admirer of every great man, who ever took his interest in the movements in ideas and mechanical excellence.

But why delay longer? Considering the low price at which good machines are now sold, and the improvement in their performance and in the lower prices, it is now a good time to buy, and the "New Home" specially recommends itself to purchasers on account of its superior manufacture, ease of management and reasonable price. Nearly half a million have been made in the last three years, all of which are giving universal satisfaction. This unrivalled machine is manufactured by Johnson, Clarke & Co., 10 Union Square, New York, who wish us to say that all who will send for their illustrated catalog and enclosing their advertisement (printed on another page), will receive a set of fancy advertising novelties of value to those collecting cards, etc.

### New Barber Shop

CHARLES LINDENHAUS wishes to announce that he has opened a first-class barber shop on Clinton St., near forty yards from James O. V. Parson's office. Work done in a complete manner at reasonable rates, and one of the highest authorities which to appeal to one's self, his inner reason and consciousness. Added to this is that "art and fitness" of expression which makes one feel that he has thought things before, and is only now recalled to a proper sense of his duties. Possessing, as he does, those qualities, in so marked a degree, we may conclude as we began by saying, that when youth is ripe for manhood, when the character is being fixed, when first one begins to receive the awful realities of this life, when, distracted by doubt, he is hot for certainties, and the soul wearied with the effort of "dusty answer," at such time there is no unsinful author better adapted to give courage and consolation, to determine one in right living and right thinking, and make him, while realizing the advantages of the present, and being hopeful for the future, than our countryman, the sage of Concord, Ralph Waldo Emerson.

By using the bromide dry plates, not only is the exposure greatly reduced, but the resulting image is much softer and finer. Call at Sperry's and examine the prints.

### BATH ROOMS

At the

The Opera House Barber Shop.

JULIO J. FERNANDES, Proprietor.

The only first-class shop in the city.

### AVENUE BAKERY

North side of Aves. keeps constantly on hand a fresh supply of Fresh Bread, Cakes, Flies, Etc.

### STUDENTS.

Save your eyesight by buying one of these

Nickel Plate Student Lampe

For sale at New York prices at.

CHINA HALL,

Computer College and Squall St., IOWA CITY, IOWA.

Preparatory and Normal School.

IOWA CITY, IOWA.

A. HULL AND L. M. HARTINGS, Principal.

### LIVERY AND FEED STABLE

Tennessee to Let at All Hours, Horses, Barrels, Drawn Carriages, andCarriages.

Corner Washington and Capitol Streets, North of University.

ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

### GEOF. FINK

Fisking's old stand (Chin Hall).

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

TOBACCO, CIGARS, AND STATIONERY.

Finest Line of Tobacco and Cigars in the City.

J. B. NOEL,

RESTAURANT AND BAKERY,

For Drugs, Medicine, Perfumery, Snaps, Toothbrushes, Hairbrushes, Sponges, Etc.

Special pains taken in compounding prescriptions.

One Block north of Post-office.

### TULLOSS & PRYCE, DENTISTS

Office, East side of Clinton street, three doors south of Savings Bank.

IOWA CITY, IOWA.

### CLINTON ST., IOWA CITY, IOWA

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS

Are now being offered to students by Dry Goods and Notions, 25 per cent saved; and the best lighted store in the city, especially adapted for evening trade.

### THE NEW STORE

Gives the greatest bargains.

H. H. WHITMORE.

Clinton St., Iowa City, Iowa.

### O. A. DRAESSEL MERCHANT TAILOR

635 St., opposite Opera House, Iowa City.

Makes fine clothing the cheapest and in the best style. Always a full stock of foreign goods on hand.

### BANDER'S FINE GOODS

Washington Street, IOWA CITY.

### BRESLER & WEAVER
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